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Secretary of the Commission
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Att'n: Docketing and Service Branch

s ~

CMW rWy'q)
Re: 10 C.F.R. Parts 2 and 72: Proposed Rule

on Hybrid Hearing Procedures for Expansions
of Onsite Spent Fuel Storage Capacity at

'ivilianNuclear Power Reactors

Gentlemen:

The following comments are submitted on behalf of the
Edison Electric Institute (EEI) and the UtilityNuclear Waste
Management Group (UNWMG). EEI is an association of the na-tion's investor-owned utilities; its members generate about
seventy-eight percent of the nation's electricity and serve
over sixty-seven million customers. UNWMG is comprised of
forty"-two utilities with specific interests relating to nuclear
spent fuel storage. Its members are listed in Attachment A
hereto. A significant number of the member utilities of EZI
and UNWMG are likely to require expansion of onsite spent fuel
storage prior to 1998 when the Department of Energy is commit-
ted to begin removal of spent fuel from the site of commercial
nuclear power plants.

On December 5, 1983, the Commission published in the
Federal Re i'ster a proposed rule that would amend its regula-
tions at 10 C.F.R. Parts 2 and 72 to implement Section 134 of
the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982 (NWPA), which prescribed
expedited licensing procedures for certain spent fuel storage
technologies. 48 Fed. Reg. 54499 (1983). Consistent with the
NWPA, the changes to existing Commission procedures would apply
only to applications for a license or license amendment to ex-
pand onsite spent fuel storage capacity at commercial nuclear
power reactors through the use of high-density fuel storage
racks, fuel rod compaction, the transshipment of spent nuclear
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fuel to another civilian nuclear power reactor within the same
utility system, the construction of additional spent nuclear
fuel pool capacity or dry storage capacity, or by other means.
The proposed new procedures would not apply to the first appli-
cation for a license amendment to expand onsite fuel storage
capacity by the use of a new technology not previously approved
by the Commission for use at any nuclear power plant. Two op-
tions are identified in the proposed rule.

Option 1 substantially departs from the existing
practice and would require the use of a "hybrid" hearing proce-
dure in all proceedings to which Section 134 applies. For ex-
ample, Option 1 removes the requirement that to be admitted to
a licensing proceeding a petitioner must specify at least one
valid "contention." Somewhat broader discovery would be al-
lowed on any "issue" raised by intervenors and found to be
within the scope of the proceeding. An "oral argument" proce-
dure would be established as a means of determining those is-
sues which should be adjudicated. Option 2 is a less drastic
departure from existing rules and would provide a new summary
disposition procedure utilizing oral argument, to be employed
at the request of any party to the proceeding. - As a result of
the procedure in both proposed Option 1 and Option 2, the pre-
siding officer would designate an issue for adjudication if
there is a genuine and substantial dispute of fact which can be
resolved with sufficient accuracy only. by the introduction of
evidence in an adjudicatory hearing and if the decision of the
Commission is likely to depend in whole or in part on the reso-
lution of such a dispute.

EEI/UNWMG finds that Option 1 is inconsistent with
both the language of Section 134 of the NWPA and the legisla-
tive history and intent of Congress in enacting Section 134.
While Option 2 is technically consistent with the wording of
Section 134, it does not go as far as Congress intended in es-
tablishing meaningful procedural reform to provide an expedited
proceeding for the expansion of spent fuel storage capacity at
existing civilian nuclear power reactors. In this letter we
propose modifications to Option 2 and additional procedures
that are consistent with the Congressional mandate of Section
134.
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The Le islative Pu ose of Section 134 of the NWPA

Nowhere in the "Supplementary Information" published with
the proposed rule nor inherent within the proposed changes to
existing Commission procedural requirements does the Commission
come to grips with the Congressional intent in enacting Section
134 of the NWPA. Nowhere does the Commission state its purposein proposing changes to existing procedures other than to im-
plement Section 134. Yet the intent of Congress in adopting
Section 134 was clear, and it is just as clear that the Commis-
sion's proposal fails to accomplish what Congress intended.

The legislative history of the NWPA actually spans a
period of over five years and three Congresses. During this
period the utilities lobbied vigorously for a comprehensive
Federal program for away-from-reactor interim storage of spentfuel. In finally passing the NWPA, the Congress did not estab-lish the comprehensive Federal program for interim storage that
the utilities had sought. Instead, Congress found that:

[T)he persons owning and operating civilian
nuclear power reactors have the primary re-
sponsibility for providing int'crim storage of
spent. nuclear fuel from such reactors, by
maximizing, to the extent practical, the ef-
fective use of existing storage facilities at
the site of each civilian nuclear power reac-
tor, and by adopting new onsite storage ca-
pacity in a timely manner where practi-
cal@ ~ o ~

Section 131(a) (1) of the NWPA, 42 U.S.C. $ 10151 (1983) . The
Congress did establish a limited Zederal interim storage pro-
gram to ensure that utilities did not lose full core reserve
capability at the site of a nuclear reactor if diligent pursuit
of onsite alternatives failed to provide in a timely manner for.
needed onsite storage capacity. Section 135 of the NWPA, 42
U.S.C. 5 10155 (1983). But while the Congress found thatutilities had the primary responsibility for spent fuel storage
onsite, it also found that:

[T)he Federal Government has the responsib'1-
ity to encoura e and ex edite the effective
use of existing storage facilities and the
addition of. needed new storage capacity at.
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sites. These new procedures, which involve
interim licensing authority and the use of
hybrid hearing procedures, should minimize
the potential for unnecessary delays in
processing these utility license applica-
tions.

The Senate rejected Senator Thurmond's amendment (id. at
!87) and subsequently passed S. 1662.

Section 313 of S. 1662 was similar to Section 134 of
~ subsequently enacted NWPA, although it did not limit issues
~t could be considered and did not proscribe the hybrid pro-
iure in proceedings involving a new technology. During hear-
ts on S. 1662, Chairman Palladino testified:

S. 1662 has a number of important provi-
sions with which we agree. It recognizes the
need for additional storage facilities for
spent fuel both onsite at reactors and at
separate sites away from reactors; and the
need to expedite the Licensing activities re-
.Lated to expanding spent fuel capacity onsite
at a reactor.

=Lear Waste Di osal: Joint Hearin s on S. 637 and S. 1662
fore the Senate Comm. on Ener and Natural Resources and the
'ocomm. on Nuclear Re lation of the Senate Comm. on Environ-
~t and Public Works, 97th Cong., 1st Sess 236 (1981) (stata-
zt of Nunzio J. Palladino, Chairman, NRC).

The efforts by the House of Representatives to paaa a
nprehensive nuclear waste bill during the 97th Congress were
re complicated. Three major committees»-'nterior and Insu»
r Affairs, Science and Technology, and Energy and Commerce--
d jurisdiction, and each reported and approved separatells: H.R. 3809, ~re orted in'.H.R. Rep. No. 491, Part 1, 97th
ng ,2d .Sess. (1982); H.R. 5016, ~re orred in H.R. Rep. No.
.1, Part 1, 97th Cong., 1st Sess. (1981); and H.R. 6598,
~arted in H.R. ReP. No. 785, Part I, 97th Cong., 2d Sess.
.982). Subsequently, the three committees entered into nego-
.ations to reconcile H.R. 3809, H.R. 5016, and H.R. 6598. The
:suit of the negotiations was H.R. 7187. This bill was pres-
~ted to the House on September 30, 1982 as a substitute amend-
:nt to H.R. 3809. 128 Cong. Rec. 88162 (daily ed. September

-6-
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30, 1982). It, was passed by the House on December 2, 1982.
128 Cong.. Rec. H8800 (daily ed. December 2, 1982).

Many of the provisions of H.R. 7187, including Sec-
tion 134, were drawn from H.R. 6598 as amended by the Committee
on Energy and Commerce.+1 Section 134 had been added to H.R.
6598 by the Committee on Energy and Commerce; it provided for
hybrid hearings in license or license amendment. proceedings to
expand onsite spent nuclear fuel storage capacity, restricted
the issues that could be litigated in such a proceeding, and
authorized interim licensing. The Committee explained:

Procedural changes are made to the NRC
licensing process to encourage utilities to
expand storage capacity at reactor sites.
Except for the use of a technology which has
been adopted on a generic basis, each of the
methods for expanding storage capacity re-
quires a license or an 'amendment to the ex-
isting operating license. The hill provides
for expediting the consideration of such ap-
plication by "scopiny'" issues in an infonual
oral argument preceded by discovery and
requiring at the conclusion of such informal
oral argument that the Commission designate
disputed questions of fact and la@ for foaaal
adjudication only if it. determines there is a
genuine disputed issue of fact and the Com-
mission's decision is likely to depend in
whole or in part on the resolution of the
issue(s) they seek to raise in order to be
granted an adjudicatory hearing. In any Com-
mission proceeding to expand spent fuel stor-
age capacity, six categories of issues, such
as need for power generated by the reactor
involved, would be excluded from considera-
tion. In addition the Commission is «utho-
rized to grant an interim license or interim
amendment to an existing licence for expan-
sion of onsite storage or transshipment. prior

~l 128 Cong. Rec. H8168 (daily ed. September 30, 1982)
( statement of Rep. Dingell) .
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(to] the conduct or completion to any hearing
required by law, provided that in all other
respects the requirements of the law are met
and there is assurance that public health and
safety will be protected and refusal to grant
an interim license would prevent a petitioner
from providing adequate onsite storage capac-
ity.

Rep. No. 785, Part I, 97th Cong., 2d Sess. 39 (1982).~2

H.R. 6598 as amended also authorized a limited amount
Federal interim spent fuel storage; but the Committee made
clear that onsite capacity was the primary means of interim
>rage. Similar to section 301 of S.1662 (the. bill which the
iate had passed), Section 131 of H.R. 6598 established the
.icy of "maximizing, to the extent practical, the effective
: of existing storage facilities at the site of each civilian
:lear power plant." The Committee added,

The Federal Government is charged with
the responsibility to provide limited "last
resort" interim storage capacity for civilian
nuclear power reactors determined by the Nu-
clear Regulatory Commission to be needed to
assure the continued orderly operation of the
reactor, through the maintenance of full'core
reserve storage capability.

Rep. 785, Part 1, 97th Cong., 2d Sess. 39 (1982).

H.R. 7187 eliminated the interim licensing authority
~t had been included in Section 134 of H.R. 6598. H.R. 7187
-o reformulated the issues that were exclu'ded from the scope
hybrid proceedings.. Except for the absence of subsection

)(4) on the licensing of new technology, which was added by
vsequent amendment, Section 134 of H.R. 7187 was identical to

subsequently enacted provision.

Representative Dingell suggested that H.R. Rep. No. 785 be
nsidered part of the legislative history of H.R. 7187. 128
ng. Rec. HB168 (daily ed. September 30, 1982).
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--to expedite the licensing process and hence the expansion of
onsite spent fuel storage capacity -- but in our view it islikely to lengthen the process.

We provide a section-by-section analysis of Option 1
in Attachment B hereto. Briefly, we have the following specif«ic concerns with respect to Option 1. It eliminates contention
pleading requirements; Thus, discovery is wide-open to any"issue" which an intczvenor may wish to raise. Indeed, the
Commission admits "discovery will be somewhat broader than
under existing practice." 48 Fed. Reg. at 54501. Also,
Option 1 eliminates the traditional "one good contention" rule
for party status. The implied corollary is that an intervenor
remains a party to a proceeding even if all its allegations are
summarily resolved. Finally, Option 1 permits cross-
examination during the oral argument and calls for formal find-
ings and conclusions. This procedure far exceeds "oral argu-
ment" and borders on formal adjudication; and it implies thatall issues which are not designated for adjudication must be
decided by the Licensing Board, vhereas dissd.ssal might he ap-
propriate.

Presumably the benefit the Commission believes vouldresult from the hybrid procedure proposed in Option 1 is the
disposition of most if not all issues after oral argument, thus
avoiding or narrowing the scope of a hearing.. Yet, as noted by
the Ad Hoc Committee for Review of Nuclear Reactor Licensing
Reform Proposals on the Proposed Nuclear Licensing Reform Act
of 1983:

[I]n general, the major delays associated
with public hearings are attrihutahle to the
time devoted to getting to the public hearing
and to the time required 'to obtain decisions
folloving the pubIic hearing. With rare ex-
ceptions, the public hearings theaselves--
evcn vith protracted cross cxamination-
have not been a material schedule factor in
the overall public hearing process.

Report of the Ad Hoc Committee for Reviev of Nuclear Reactor
Licensing Reform Proposals on the Proposed Nuclear Licensing
Reform Act of 1983 (December 15, 1982), at, 14. He submit that
Option 1 would allov an intervenor intent on delay ample oppor-
tunity to bog down the process with unbridled discovery, an

-11-
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NUCLEAR REGULATORYCOMNllSSION
REG(ON It

SAM NUNNATLANTAI'EDGRALCENTM
6< FORSYtH STREET. SW. SUITa 23T85

ATLANTA,GEORGIA 30~1
December ZS, 1999

Carolina Power & Light Company
ATTN: Mr. James Scarola

Vice President - Harris Plant
Shearon Harris Nuclear Power Plant
P. O. Box165, Mail Code: Zone1
New Hill, NQ 27562-0165

SUBJECT: NRC INSPECTION REPORT NO. 5M00/99-12

Dear Mr. Scarola:

This refers to the inspection conducted on November 15- 19, 1999, at your Harris facility. This
was a special team inspection covering activities related to the planned expansion of the
Shearon Harris spent fuel pool. The objectives of this inspection were to assess the

lementation of the construction quality assurance program in construction of the C and 0
spent fuel pools, evaluate the alternate weld inspection program, and evaluate the plans for
commissioning of the equipment for the C and 0 spent fuel pools (SFP).

The inspection found that CP&L had a comprehensive program to control, inspect, and
document welding at the time of original plant construction ln ac'cordance with Section illof the
ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, and NRC requirements. The inspection also found
that the alternate weld inspection program was adequate to provide assurance that the welds for
which documentation was missing, met design requirements. The program for commissioning
of the C and 0 SFP equipment willbe examined in an inspection tentatively planned for January
24-28, 2000. No violations of NRC requirements were identified during the inspection,

ln accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the NRC's "Rules of Practice," a copy of this letter and its
enclosures willbe placed in the NRC Public Document Room.

Docket No. 50-400
License No. NPF-83

Sincerel,

D
erry 0. Landis, Chief

Engineering Branch-
Oivision of Reactor Safety

Enclosure: NRC Inspection Report

cc w/encl: (See page 2)

cc wlencl:



CPBL

cc w/encl:
Terry C. Morton, Manager
Performance Evaluation and

Regulatory Affairs CPB 9

Carolina Power & Light Company
Electronic Mail Distribution

Chris L. Burton
Director of Site Operations
Carolina Power & Light Company
Shearon Harris Nuclear Power Plant
Electronic Mail Distribution

Bo ClaA
Plant General Manager-Harris Plant
Carolina Power & l;lgh't Company
Shearon Harris Nuclear Power Plant
Electronic Mail Distnbution

Donna B. Alexander, Manager
Regulatory Affairs
Carolina Power & Light Company
Shearon Harris Nuclear Power Plant
Electronic Mail Distribution

Johnny H. Eads, Supervisor
Licensing/Regulatory Programs
Carolina Power & Light Company
Shearon Harris Nuclear Power Plant
Electronic Mail Distribution

William D. Johnson
Vice President & Corporate Secretary
Carolina Power & Light Company
Electronic Mail Distribution

John H. O'Neiil, Jr.
Shaw, Pittman, Potts &Trowbridge
2300 N. Street, NW
Washington, DC 20037-1 128

(cc w/encl cont'd - See page 3)



CP8L

(cc w/encl cont'd)
Mel Fry, Director
Division of Radiation Protection
N. C. Department of Environmental

Commerce & Natural Resources
Electronic Mail Distribution

Peggy Force
Assistant Attorney General
State of North Carolina
Electronic lVlail Distribution

Public Service Commission
State of South Carolina
P. O. Box 11649
Columbia, SC 29211

Chairman of the North Carolina
Utilities Commission

P. O. Box 29510
Raleigh, NC 27626-0510

Robert P. Gruber
Executive Director
Public Staff NCUC
P. O. Box 29520
Raleigh, NC 27626

Vernon Malone, Chairman
Board of County Commissioners
of Wake County

P. O. Box 550.
Raleigh, NC 27602

Richard H. Givens, Chairman
Board of County Commissioners
of Chatharn County

Electronic Mail Distribution



U. S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

REGION II

Docket Nos.: 50400

License Nos.: NPF-63

Report Nos,: 50400/99-12

Licensee: Carolina Power & Light Company (CP&L)

Facility: Shearon Harris Nuclear Power Plant, Unit 1

Location: 5413 Shearon Harris Road
New Hill, NC 27582

Dates; November 15 - 19, 1999

Team Leader: J. Lenahan, Senior Reactor Inspector
Engineering Branch
Division of Reactor Safety

Inspectors: B. Crawley, Senior Reactor inspector
K. Heck, Quality Assurance Engineer, NRR
O, Naujock, Materials Engineer, NRR

Approved By: Keny D. Landis, Chief
Engineering Branch
Division of Reactor Safety



SUMMARYOF INDINGS

Shearon Harris Nucfear Power Plant
NRC Inspection Report 5&400/99-12

The fuel poof cooling systems are described in Section 9,1.3 of the licensee's Updated Final

Safety Analysis Report (UFSAR). The designbasis for pools A and S, which support the

operation af Unit 1, is identical to that for pools C and D. Because these pools are located in a

single buildfng and major system components needed to be installed during the early phase of

construction, procurement and installation of. the majar system components for all four spent fuel

pools was performed concurrently, fn the late 1970s end earfy 1980s. In a letter dated

December 23, 1998, the licensee requested an amendment to the Shearon Harris facility

operating licensee ta place spent fuel pools (SFP) C and D in service to increase the ansite

spent fuel storage capacity. The licensee is currently operatfng and storing fuel in the A and B

SFP. The majority of the C and 0 SFP were completed prior to 1982 during plant construction.

During preparation of the plans for complelion of the C and 0 SPF, the licensee discovered that

documentation for 52 wetds on ASME Class III piping had been inadvertently destroyed. The 52

welds were 40 piping wefds and 12 welded attachments for pfpe hangers (lugs). The 40 piping
welds included 15 spent fuel system welds which are embedded in concrete, 22 accessible

spent fuel system v/efds, and 3 accessible component cooling system welds. Three of the
accessible spent fuel system welds were subsequently removed and replaced with new welds,

resulting in 37 piping welds with missing records. The most significant missing dacurnents were .

the weld data reports (WDRs) for each of the welds. In order to demonstrate the weld quality for
the welds with missing documentation, the licensee developed and implemented an alternative
inspection program.

This special inspection included a review af the construction quality assurance (QA) and quality
control (QC) program; the original construction QA/QC records; the licensee's alternative
inspection program for wefds with missing QNQC records; the engineering service requests
prepared to complete the C and D SFP; a walkdown inspection of the accessible C and b SPF

components; and the licensee's program for commissioning of the C and 0 SFP. The
ins'pectors used Temporary fnstructian (Tf) 251 5/143 for guidance during this inspection.

The inspectian found that the licensee had a comprehensive program to control, inspect, and
document welding at the time of original construction in accordance with Section Ill of the ASME
Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, and NRC requirements. The inspection also found that the
licensee's alternative weld inspection program was adequate to provide assurance that the
welds for which documentation was missing, met design requirements. The licensee's program
for commissioning of the C and D SFP equipment shaufd ensure that existing equipment meets
design requirements and will perform its design function. An Inspector Followup Item (IFI) was
opened to inspect implementation of the equipment commissioning process. No violations were
identified.



REPORT DETAILS

1. REVIEW OF THE UCENSEE'S CONSTRUCTION QUALITYASSURANCE PROGRAII

1.1 Review of Quality Assurance and Quality Control Procedures

Ins ection Sco

The inspectors reviewed Quality Assurance (QA) and Quality Control (QC) procedures that
implemented the QA program requirements during construction.

Obse ations in s

The inspectors reviewed the licensee's ASME Quality Assurance Manual for the Construction of
the Shearon Harris Nuclear Power Plant transmitted to NRC by letter dated dated April 30,

'999.This Manual'described the quality assurance program that implemented the quality
ass~rance requirements of ASME Soiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section III, Division 1,
Nuclear Power Plant Components, and applicable Federal, State and local regulations and
codes, The Manual was applicable to fabrication and construction ofASME components which
include the A, B, C and D spent fuel pools.

The inspectors reviewed the Implementing QA and QC procedures listed below which controlled
activities relating to weld quality. The procedures revisions were applicable to the time during
1979-1981 when the major weid activity far construction of the spent fuel pools occurred.
Procedures reviewed were as follows:

Number Revisio /july

CQA-1, Rev. BPersonnei Training and Qualification
CQA-2, Rev. OQA Document Control
CQA-4, Rev. SQA Records
CQA-e, Rev. 3Material Issue Surveillance
CQA-12, Rev. 0 Mechanical Equipment Installation Monitoring
CQA-14, Rev. 0 Application and Control of"N'ype Symbol Stamps
CQA-15, Rev. 0 Assignment and Control of National Board Serial Numbers
CQA-16, Rev. 0 Preparation and Submittal ofASNIE Code Data Reports
CQA-18, Rev. 0 Control of Site Fabrication/Modification of Piping Subassemblies
CQA-20, Rev. 0 Surveillance of Contractor Welding and Related Activities
CQA-22, Rev. 0 Welding ActivityMonitoring
CQA-24, Rev. 0 Procurement Control
CQA-2S, Rev. 0 QA Sutveilfance
CQA Appendix A Quality Assurance Forms
CQC-2, Rev. 3Monconformance Control
CQG4, Rev. 3Procurement Control



CQCW, Rev. OReceiving inspection

CQC4, Rev. 3Storage Control
CQC-10, Rev, 0 Cleanness Control

CQC-12, Rev. 0 Mechanical Equipment installation Control

CQC-13, Rev. 0 Concrete Control
CQC-19, Rav, 0 Weld Control
CQC-20, Rev. 0 Post-Weld Heat Treatment Control

CQC-22, Rev. 3 Hydrostatic Test Inspection
GQC-23, Rev. 0 Systems Turnover

The procedures were consistent with the CPSt. QA program, established by the ASME QA

Manual and NRC requirements, and defined specific process requirements in sufficient detail to

provide for QA/QC control of welding activities.

A detailed review was performed for procedures CQC-19, Weld Control; CQG-22, Hydrostatic
Test Requirements; and CQC-13, Concrete Control. This review was directed toward

determintng an alternate method to ascertain the quality of the field welds for which certain

records were missing. These procedures are described below.

W~l

CQC-19 assigned the Welding QA/QC Specialist the responsibility for. review and
verification of data and designated hold points in the Weld Data Reports (WORs);
ensuring completed WDRs for code welds were forwarded to the Authorized Nuclear
Inspector (ANI)for review; supervising the QC Inspectors in the performance of weld

inspections; and monitoring activities related to welding. QC inspection personnel were
trained and qualified in accordance with CQA-1. The SFP field welds, which were ASME
Code Class 3 welds, were documented on a WDR, reviewed and approved by the
Welding QA/QC Specialist, and reviewed for acceptance by the ANI. The ANI performed
an independent third party review. The responsibilities of the Welding QA/QC Specialist
and QA inspection personnel were sufficiently defined to provide reasonable assurance
that the quality of the completed field welds were in compliance with applicable ASME
Code requirements. After the documentation of a field weld was determined to be
acceptable, pertinent documents were assembled and the package was transmitted to

QA Records in accordance with CQAA.

dr a c Test lns ectl n

CQC-22 established the requirements for performing hydrostatic test inspections to
ensure that hydrostatic tests were performed in accordance with approved procedures
and specifications. The Mechanical QA Specialist was responsible for verifying that the
documentation for the piping was completed prior to performance of the hydrostatic test.
This included verification that field welds within the scope of a hydrostatic test had been
satisfactorily completed, inspected, and accepted. The Mechanical QA Spectatist was
atso responsible for performance of the leak inspection during hydrostatic testing. QC
inspection personnel also witnessed the test, The resporisibilles of the Mechanical QA
Specialist and QC inspection personnel were sufficiently defined to provide assurance
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th t th I'ty f hydrostatic testing was in compliance with applicable procedures and

specifications. After the documentation for a hydrostatic test had been accepte y edb the

ANI, the pertinent documents were assembled and reviewed by the Mechanical QA
Speciatist, who verified that manufacturing/fabrication records for components within the
boundaries of the test had been received and accepted and that there were no open
nonconformances on any of the components.

crete Placemen

CQC-13 and Construction Pracedure WP-OG, Concrete Placement, established the

requirements for assuring alt work activities in the area affected by a concrete pour were
completed prior to placement of concrete. A prerequisite to placement of concrete was
the completion of a Concrete Placement Report, which signified that all activities in the
affected area had been satisfactorily completed such that access to the area to be
covered with concrete was no tonger required. When specific crafts completed their
work, the appropriate Craft Superintendent signed off the Concrete Placement Report,
signifying that a particular activity, such as mechanical, etectrical, cadwelds,
nondestructive examination, or cleanup, was complete and ready for the concrete pour.
This sign-off was required by all Craft Superintendents, whether or not they had work in
the particular placement, as a safeguard against omissions. After sign-off by the Craft
Superintendents, Fietd Engineering signed the Concrete Placement Report, verifying that
required design attributes, such as the correct location and anchoring of embedded
conduit, grounding, inserts, sleeves, piping, and plumbing, were complete and correct.
When all the crafts had completed their work, the Construction tnspector signed the
report, signifying that all work had been Inspected and approved. Subsequently, Quality
Control and Quality Assurance signed the report signifying that all of their oversight
acUvities were completed and that the items to be embedded in the concrete were in
compliance with applicable requirements. Fina! Iy, after alt required disciplines, QA,
Construction Inspector and design approvat sign-offs were completed, the Area
Superintendent authorized concrete placement activities to proceed. The completed
Concrete Placement Report was transmitted to QA Records in accordance with CQA-4.

~Cone usions

The QA/QC procedures in effect at the time of construction of the SFP provided comprehensive
control of welding and other construction activities, The procedures provided holdpoints to
assure wetding was completed in accordance with ASME and NRC requirements prior to
proceeding beyond a paint wherein any nonconformances could be resolved. These included a
detailed review af weld dacumentatian to assure the welds were completed in accordance with
technical requirements, and that the welds were inspected and tested prior to being subjected to
a hydostatic pressure test For welds which were to be embedded in concrete, completion of
the Concrete Placement Report provided an additional haldpoint to assure the welds were
satisfactory prior to placement of concrete. The ANt provided an independent third party review
of the ASME welding program.



1.2 Review ofWelding Process Control Procedures

Ins ac' Sco e

The inspectors reviewed original construction welding process control procedures, which were
in effect at the time the existing Fuel Pools "C" and "D'quipment and piping were installed, as
detailed below.

Observations a d Findin s

The welding control procedures listed below were reviewed to verify that a quality assurance
program was in place at the time of installation of Fuel Pools 'C'nd 'P" piping to ensure that
pipe welding was accomplished in accordance with applicable Code requirements. The
procedure revisions were those applicable when the welding activities for the fuel pools were in
progress. Procedures reviewed were as

follows.'P<1,

Revisions 3, 5, 6, and 7, Qualifying of Welding Procedures

MP-D2, Revision 4, Procedure for Qualifying Welders and Welding Operators

MP-03, Revisions 1, 3, and 4, Welding Material Control

MP-08, Revisions 3, 4, and 5, General Welding Procedure for Carbon Steel Weldmenls

MP-07, Revisions 3 and 4, General Welding Procedure for Stainless Steel Nickel Base
and Nonferrous Weidments

MP-09, Revisions 1, 9, and 10, Welding Equipment Control

MP-10, Revisions 2 and 3, Repair of Base Materials and Weldments

MP-11, Revisions 3, 4, and 8, Training and Qualification of MetallurgicaUWelding
Engineering and Support Personnel

MP-12, Revisions 1, 2, and 3, Control of Special Welding Materials for BOP and Welding
Material for Non-Permanent Plant

MP-13, Revisions 1 and 2, Welder Qualification forAreas of Limited Accessibility

The procedures provided detailed control for aH aspects of the welding process, including
qualification of procedures and welders, control of welding materials, control of welding
variables, and quality documentation for each weld.



~Cond ians

At the time of original construction of the existing fuel pool cooling system piping, a

comprehensive welding program was in place to control and document pipe welding in

accordance with Section lll of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code.

2. REVIEW OF CONSTRUCTION QA/QC RECORDS

2.1 Review of Hydrostatic Test Reports

~li 8

The inspectors reviewed the records documenting the results of hydrostatic testing performed

on the piping welds embedded in the C and D fuel pool concrete.

Observatio and Flndin

The inspectors reviewed the records which documented completion of hydrostatic testing in

accordance with WP-115 and the licensee's quality assurance program. Records examined
were for the following C and D fuel pool embedded piping welds numbers: 24F-1-FW-1, -2. 4,
8 -5; 24F-149408; 24F-143-$ 12, 513, &414; 24F-1 44-FW-515, -516, & -517; and 2-SF-
159-FW-518 & -519. These records were documented on CPB I. farm QA-26, pages one and
twa of two, Hydrostatic Test Records. Information on the data sheets included the hydrostatic
test boundaries (wefds tested), the piping design pressure, test pressure, the test medium and
test temperature, test data, and the test results. The test prerequisites required that the
mechanical QA specialist verify that alf required piping documentation was completed, and that
all required weld documentation was campteted. The inspectors verified that the hydrostatic test
records specified that all weld records were completed,'and that the welds were accepted by the
quality assurance group prior to start of the hydrostatic test. The inspectors also verified that
the records had been signed by the ANI. The hydrostatic test records for the above welds
showed that all welds were tested to a minimum of 25 percent abave design pressure and that
all welds met the test acceptance criteria. The licensee did not retain copies of the farm QA-26
far embedded weld numbers 2<FMFW-65 &-66. However, in response to questions during
construction regarding hydrostatic testing of the welds attaching the liner plate to the piping
spool pieces, the licensee initiated Deficiency and Disposition Report (DDR) 794. Resolution of
this DDR included documentation of the dates various welds were hydrostatically tested. The
dates the welds for piping spool pieces were hydrostatically tested (July 19, 1979 and July 24,
1979) were listed in the DDR response. These included weld numbers 2<FWFW-66 & 66.
The inspectors canciuded that the documentation for DDR-794 provided evidence that weld
numbers 24F-8-FW-65 & 66 were subjected to hydrostatic testing in accordance with WP-115
and the licensee's quality assurance program.



~Co lusions

Th hydrostatic test records documented that the embedded wetds were sub/ected to
hydrostatic testing, and met the test acceptance criteria. The records also provided evidence

that the welds were completed, inspected and documented fn accordance with the ticensee's

quality assurance program, The hydrostatic test records provide evidence that the WDRs were

reviewed prior to performance of the hydrostatic tests.

2.2 Review of Concrete Ptacement Reports

Ins e ion Sco e

The tnspectors reviewed the concrete ptacement records for spent fuel pools C and 0 which
documented that all work and preparations for the concrete placements were completed and
that all required inspections had been completed prior to placement of concrete,

Observ ion and F '
s

Prior to placement of concrete, a concrete placement report was completed to document that atl
work activities have been completed fn a particufar area (stab, column, wali, etc) and that the
concrete placement could proceed. The fnspectors reviewed drawing numbers SK A-G4126,
South Fuel Pool Area of FHB isometric, and SKA-Q-0125, FHB isometric North Fuel Pool Units
2 & 3, to determine the concrete placement numbers which contained the embedded piping for
the C and D fuel pool cooling system. This review showed that the pfping had been instatled in
the foltowing C & 0 fuel pool ptacemenl numbers: wall placements W-255-7. W-261-7, »7A, -9,-
10, and -11, W-281-10, -16, -17, and -18, and slab placements SL-246-3 and SL-246-4. The
inspectors reviewed the placement report for the above listed placement numbers and verified
that the placement reports had been properfy compfeted and signed prior to placement of
concrete. The inspectors verified that the mechanical embed/piping had been signed in
accordance with CP&L procedure WP-05. The acceptance criteria noted on the placement
reports for mechanical embed/piping was C P &Lprocedure WP-102, installation of Piping.
Procedure WP-1 02 required that a verification be performed to assure that all piping was
instatted as per the design drawfngs. Additional requirements referenced by procedure WP-102
were that hydrostatic testing of piping to be embedded in concrete was to be completed in
accordance with CP&L procedure WP-115, Hydrostatic Testing of Buried or Embedded Piping.

Conclusions

The concrete placement reports provide evidence that the piping embedded tn the concrete was
inspected and tested in accordance with the reqtiirements of the licensee's construction quality
assurance program prior to concrete pfacement. These requirements included verification that
the welding was completed in accordance with applfcable procedures, and that documentation
such as WDRS were completed end reviewed prior to the concrete placement.



2.3 Review of ASIIE Documentation

9*

The inspectors reviewed completed documentation required by the ASME Boiler and Pressure

Vessel Code for the fuel pool cooling systems.

Observations dFindin s

10 CFR 50.55, 'Codes and standards," requires that systems and components of pressurized
waterwooled nuclear reactors meet certain requirements of the ASME Bailer and Pressure
Vessel Code. The fuel poal cooling systems for for SFP A, 8, C, and D are classified as ASME
Code Section III, Division 1, Class 3 systems. The applicable edition of the ASME code is
Section lll, 1974, Winter 1976 Addenda.

Subsection NA of Section lll addresses "General Requirements"; Subsectian ND addresses
requirements for "Class 3 Components'. Subsection NAM20, "Report Form for Field
Installation,'equired that installation welds be verified on Data Form N-S, which includes
attestation of the quality of the weld process and specification data for the weld fillermaterial.
The weld process was witnessed at several specified check points by a Quality Assurance
inspector; the Authorized Nuclear inspector had the option to witness any check point and
verified the completed weld data report prior to closure.

The licensee's amendment request, submitted by letter dated December 23, 1998, states that
certain records, notably piping isometric packages for field installation of the completion portion
of SFP C and D, were inadvertently discarded. Subsection NA~16, "Piping Systems'f the
Code requires comptetian of N-5 forms for each piping system, which includes weld data
records attesting to the quality of the weld process and weld material certification. Because
these records have been lost, the SPF C and D cannot be certified as an N-stamp system.

Since piping welds for SFP A and B were completed during the same time frame as those for
SFP C and D, and by the same graup of welders, it is reasonable to expect similar quality of the
N-5 data packages for both units. Therefore, the N-5 package for Pools A and B were
examined. The NN farms were included as part of the N-3 package, which was submitted upon
compfetian af Unit 1 to the ASM'ational Board, the enforcement authority having jurisdiction.-
The N-3 form listed the components including interconnecting welds and the data reports for a
facility. The summary N-3 package for Unit 1 was examined by the inspectors..

Subsection NA-8400 identifies the reporting requirements for various components, including
valves and pumps, parts and appurtenances, pipe subassemblies, and piping systems. Only the
reporting requirements for49 field weids cannot be met The inspectors randomly selected data
packages for two C and D SFP components: a pump (2B-SB) and a strainer (3-SF-53-5A-2).
The data package for the pump included a Certificate of Compliance, a Manufacturer's Data
Report (NPV-1), material certification, hydrostatic test reports, performance test reports, welding
ticket records, dimensional inspection rccards, a crass-sectional drawing, and an as-built
drawing. The data package for the strainer included an ASMB Code data report, a Certificate of
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Conformance, liquid penetrate reports, a product quality control check list, materiaf test reports,

an inspection and test report, dimensional inspection records, and sequence traveler.

~Ca Lusia~s

The ASME N-3 and N-5 data packages far Unit 1 and the ASME data packages for two SPF C
and 0 components reviewed by the ins'pectors were determined to be complete and satisfactory
and provided an indication that the licensee documented construction of the SFP in accordance
with ASME requirements.

2.4
I

Review ofAudits of ASME QA Program lmplernentatlon

The inspectors randomly selected an audit of ASME QA program irnplementatian far review.

Observations and Findin

CP8L corporate audits were conducted of the ASME QA Program implemented at Shearon
Harris. The inspectors retrieved a listing af these audits from the licensee's data base and
noted that eight such audits had been conducted during the period from March 19, 1979 through
February 19, 1982. From these audits, the inspectors randomly selected audit QAA/17~ far
review. QAA/17~ was conducted at the Shearon Harris site on September 21-29, 19B1. The
inspectars reviewed the audit checklist, the audit report containing the findings and concerns,
the memoranda describing the corrective actions for each identified deficiency, and the QA
closure documentation. The audit report concluded that the Shearon Harris Construction,
Nuclear Plant Engineering, and QA Program adequately met ASME code requirements except
for eleven findings and sixteen concerns. The identified deficiencies were typically associated
with procedural and training requirements and indicative of careful review by the auditors. The
inspectors reviewed the corrective actions and found them reasonable and appropriate, All
corrective actions were implemented and determined to be satisfactory by the licensee'sQuality
Assurance organization within four months following the audit.

~C~fu~~ins

The audit report showed that the licensee's QA program implemented the ASME program and
NRC requirements during construction.

2.5 Review ofVendor ASME QA Program Implementation

The inspectors reviewed an audit of a vendor supplying Code equipment far compliance with
ASME requirements.
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Observ tion an F'in s

The inspectors reviewed GP &i.corporate audit QAA/702-1, conducted at the fabrication facility
of Southwest Fabricating &Welding Company, inc„a supplier of piping spool pieces for the four
spent fuel pools at Shearon Harris. The audit was conducted on May 22-23, 1974, in order to
appraise the the manufacturing facility and quality assurance program to adherence to
purchase order requirements, fncluding applicable Articles of Section ill of the ASME'Boiler and
Pressure Vessel Code and the requirements of 10 CFR 50, Appendix 8, Quality Assurance for
Nuctear Power Plants.'he audi) report concluded that the vendor's quality system, as defined
in its QA tVtanuat was adequate to meet the intent of the requirements imposed by the purchase
order. The audit report identified six findings requiring corrective action. The inspectors
reviewed the audit checklist and the audit report containing the findfngs. The inspector also
reviewed the corrective actions taken by the vendor and the QA closure documentation, Based
on this review, the inspectors determined that the deficiencies were relatively minor and
administrative in nature and that the corrective actions were appropriate. Allactfons were
determined to be satisfactory by the CP&L Quality Assurance organization withtn three months
of the audit with exception of an issue related to training and qualification of audft personnel.
This issue was held'open pending resolution of a related draft ANSl standard and closed
satisfactorily in December, 1974.

Conc 'ons

The vendor audit. report showed that the licensee's QA program implemented the ASME
program and NRC requirements for performance of vendors during construction.

2.8 Review of QA/QC Related Reports

8

The inspectors reviewed a random sample of QA/QC related reports to assess the effectiveness
of the site QA/QC program in identifying and resolving problems associated with SFP welding
activities.

Observ and Findfn s

Reports documenting results of QA/QC activities were revfewed by the inspectors to assess the
eiiectiveness af the QA/QC program. The reports sefected for review covered the period when
wetding activities were in progress on the piping from 1979 to 1982. The records reviewed
include Deficiency and Dtsposition Reports (ODRs), Nonconformance Reports (NCRs), and
QA/QC monitoring and surveillance reports, ODRs for ASME Code components required the
ANt to review, approve and sign the finaf disposition as acceptable. The following ODRs, which
are listed in general categories assigned by the inspectors, were reviewed:

~ate ~o ODR



Arc Strike S69, 877, 895, 945

Stamping 888, 889, 9'l4, 945
Hofdpoint 829, 1009

Hydrostatic Test 783, 794

The identified deficiencies were clearly identified on the DOR and disposition of the deficiencies
were appropriate. Concurrence with the disposition by the ANl and report closure by Quality
Assurance was completed for all DDRs reviewed.

Nonconformances (NCRs) were less significant infractions of the QA program requirements (i.e.,
were less serious than DDRs). The following NGRs were reviewed and listed in general
categories assigned by the inspectors.

C;~e~a

Arc Strike
Stamping
Holdpaint
Welder Requirement
Weld Status Report

WP-206
W 027, W<96, W-103
W-207
WP-111, W-028
WP-278

Documentation of the nonconforming condition was clear and corrective actions were
appropriate. The. final disposition for each NGR was verified by the responsible QA Specialist.

For completeness of review, the inspectors arbitrarily selected a sample of QA/QG reports which
documented monitoring and surveillance of weld activities. These covered areas which included
material control, welding equipment, welder training and qualification, review of WORs for
accuracy and completeness, and compliance with weld procedures. The failowing QA/QC
activity reports were reviewed and determined to be typical and expected for aversight af
welding activities,

WP62, WS79, WP56, W29, W86, W116, W124, W143, W199, W200, W285, W297,
W322, W361, W365, W402, W429, W434, W456, W461, W462, W469, W475, QAB,
QA61, WSSO, QA146, QA150, QA169, QA215, QA294, QA359, QA424, QA368, QA376,
QA509, QAS48, QASRC83116, QA550, QA551, QA586, QAGB7, QA588, QA703,
QA777, W509, W507, W506, W503, W767, W756, W750, QA16, QA254, QASRC187,
QASRC822660, QA199, W630, W560, W554, W544, W519, W518, QA385, WS257,
W225.

~Co alusians

Based on review of the above DDRs, NCRs, and reports documenting QC/QA activities, the
inspectors concluded that inspection personnel actively monitored welding activities and
processes for campliance with ASME Code and QA Program requirements. Deficiencies were
accurately reported, corrective actions promptly taken, and apprapriately resolved. All



corrective action documents reviewed were in compliance with the licensee's QA program and

NRC requirements.

3. SFP G AND D DESlGN t HANGES

S

The inspectors reviewed the design changes prepared by licensee engineers to complete the C

and D spent fuel pools.

Obse atians and Find'

The lfcensee implements design changes in accordance with CP&L procedure EGR-NGGC-
0005, Engineering Service Requests (ESR), This procedure implements the design control
program required by 10 CFR 50, Appendix B. The licensee prepared the fo)lowing ESRs to
complete the C and D spent fuel pools:

- ESR 95-00425, Study Effort to Support Fuel Pool in Service Date.

- FSR 99-00218, CCW Tie ln to Heat Exchangers for North Paofs

The inspectors reviewed the ESRs. ESR 99-00218 was prepared far connecting the C and 0
spent fuel pool heat exchangers to the Unit 1 component cooling water system. During the
inspection, the licensee was in the process of installing piping and pipe supports required for the
tie-in of the CCW system to the SFP C and D heat exchangers. The final tie in willno't be
completed unless NRC approval is received for the fuel pool expansion. ESR 9540425 was
prepared to complete the C and D SFP piping, complete installation of equipment (pump motors,
strainers, etc.), perform system pr~perational and startup testing, and revise existing plant
procedures ta incorporate the C and D SFP into the Unit 1 operating plant,

The inspectors reviewed the 10 CFR 50.59 safety evaluation, design inputs, design evaluations,
assumptions, and references, design verification documentation, and installation drawings and
instructions. The inspectors noted that the details for commissioning of the existing equipment
were incomplete. The licensee fnitiated ESR 98-00416 to control the commissioning process.
This is discussed fn the Section below. Ae requirements and procedures for preoperational
and startup testing were also fncomplete, Discussions with licensee engineers disclosed that
these procedures willbe devefaped following those'used for startup of Unit 1 (SFp A and B).
The 10 CFR 50.59 evaluation concluded that this project fnvoived an unreviewed safety
question which required NRC approval prior to completfon and startup.

~Co 1clus~fo

The ESRs were technically adequate and generally met regulatory requirements.

4. ~ EQUlPfIENT COMMISSIONlNG
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In ion Sco

The inspectors examined the licensee's maintenance and lay-up actions for the installed Fuel

Pool 'C'nd 'D'iping and equipment, In addition. plans for additional activities to ensure that

equipment willmeet all applicable requirements and be capable of performing its intende
function were reviewed.

Observa fons and i."indin s

A significant portion of the Fuel Pool Cooling System and Component Cooling Water System
piping and components for Fuel Pools 'G and 'D'ere installed during original construction in
the late 1970s and early 1980s. As documented in section 26.5.0 of Engineering Sevice
Request (ESR) Design Specification 95-00425, Revision 0, the equipment was never
incorporated into'the operating unit and has not been formally maintained under controlled
storage since that time. The equipment was procured and installed to applicable quality
assurance requirements. How~ver, since the installed equipment has been stored in-place
without a formal storage and lay-up program, the licensee plans to implement an equipment
commissioning or dedication process to ensure that the equipment will meet the applicable
requirements and is capable of performing its intended function in the completed design. In
accordance with ESR 9540425, which had not been approved and issued at the time of the
inspection, a Matrix of Commissioning Requirements is to be developed, which willdefine the
requirements, including any additional inspections and testing, for each component. At the time
of the inspection, a preliminary matrix had been developed as part of ESR 95-004Z5 and ESR
99-00416 had been initiated to further detail and manage the commissioning process. Although
plans and soma of the details for the process were included in ESR 95-00425, most of the
details for each individual component were still being developed to be included in ESR 99-
00416. Based on discussions with responsible licensee personnel and review o(ESR 95-
00425, the commissioning process willconsist of the following activities:

coeov

To develop the scope for the commlssionfng process, a field walkdown of the installed
equipment (mechanicaf, civil, lnstrumentatfon and control, and efectrical) willbe
performed to compare the installed equipment with the completed modification design
and each item in scope willbe identified and individually dispositioned as part of ESR 99-
00418.

Quality clocumentation will be retrieved and reviewed to ensure that required quality
assurance information is available, complete and acceptable. The verified records will
include original procurement and field fnstalfation records. The equipment installation
records will be compared with field conditions to ensure that the installation as accepted
has not been altered. Ifrecords are missing or deficient, an assessment willbe
performed to determine what can be accepted by virtue of retest or re-inspection, or by
uso of alternate methods of verification.



Te and c e t ce Criteria

The Equipment Commissioning Matrix will specify additional activities needed to ensure

the required level of quality assurance because of the lack of formal storage and fay-up

program since original equipment installation. These activities wil in ude:

F'd verification of equipment identification against procurement documentabonie
e'ith

establishment of traceability to Code Data Reports for code related

equipment.

Physical inspections and testing as required to verify that lack of controlled
storage conditions and regular maintenance has not caused any condition
(corrosion, aging, etc,) adverse to quality.

Physical inspections and consideratiorls necessary to ensure that plant activities
since construction have not resulted in any conditions adverse to quality
(scavenging of parts, introduction of foreign materia, damage from personnel and
equipment traffic, etc.).

Although the equipment commissioning details for fndividual equipment had not been
finalized, some work had already been accomplished. The inspectors reviewed the

following work requests {WRs) that had been issued:

WR 98-AGAR1 - Ofsassembfe and inspect Valve 1CC-S12
WR 9LAFJA1 - Inspect Train A Spent Fuel Cooling Heat Exchanger
WR 98-AFJE1 - Inspect Train B Spent Fuel Cooling Heat Exchanger
WR 98-AFJF1- Disassembfe and Inspect Train A Spent Fuel Cooling System
Strainer
WR 98-AFJH1- Disassemble and inspect Train B Spent Fuel Cooling System
Strainer
WR 98-AFIY1- Disassemble and inspect Spent Fuel Pool Cooling Pump 2A
WR 98-AFIZ1- Disassemble and Inspect Spent Fuel Pool Cooling Pump 2B

Disassembly and Inspection had been completed for WRs 98-AGAR1, 98-AFJA1, 98-
AFJE1, 98-AFJH1. The other 3 WRs had not yet been worked. For inspection of the
Heat Exchangers, the WRs only covered removing the end covers and inspecting the
tube side of the Heat Exchangers. The WRs indicated that a nitrogen purge had been
maintained on the shell side of the heat exchangers. However, further investigation
revealed that the use of the nitrogen purge had not been implemented until late 1991. In
May of 1988, WRs 88-AMYH1 (Train A) and 88-AMYI1 (Train B) were issued to provide
a nitrogen purge on the shell side of the Heat Exchangers. The WRs documented that
the shell side of the Heat Exchangere had been open to the Fuel Building atmosphere.
There was no indication hoijv long the heat exchangers had been open. The 1988 WRs
installing the purge were not worked until December 1991. Also, additional WRs
documented a number of problems with low nitrogen purge on Train 8 Heat Exchanger
in 1993. Based on thi documented histosy of lack of control of the atmosphere on the
shell side of the Heat Exchangers, the Inspectors questioned whether additional
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evaluations o e ef th Heat Exchangers were needed. Ih response, the licensee indicated
orrned as artthat further evaluations af the shell side of the Heat Exchangers will be perforrne s p

of the commissioning process under ESR 99-00416,

The inspectors walked down and observed the general condition of the installed piping
and equipment. Even thaugh the equipment had not been maintained under a formal

program, the equipment and piping appeared to be wel( preserved. The inspectors also

examined spent fuel pool cooling pump motors 'A'nd "8, which have been stored and

maintained In the warehouse since procurement at the time of construction. These were
found to be in good condition with the motor space heaters energized. Evidence of
control of storage of the pumps, Including records of periodic pump shaft rotation,
maintenance of heat on motors, and megger testing, were reviewed, Preventative
maintenance of these parameters had been maintained in accordance with licensee
Material Evaluation Procedure ME 000261.03.

The inspectors inspected three welds, weld numbers 2C-3-FW-207, 2-CC-3-F/V-20,
and 2-CC-3-FW-209 for misalignment and concluded that there was na noticeable
misalignment,

The inspectors reviewed the re-inspection records for installed welds and piping aa
discussed below.

8ased on the above reviews, the inspectors concluded that the planned equipment ~

commissianing process should ensure that existing equipment willmeet requirements and will
perform its design function. However, since the details of tests and inspecttans to be performed
for individual equipment items had not been completed, Inspector Fallowup Item OFI) 84400/99-
12-01, Review of Final Equipment Commissioning Details, was opened to track further
inspection after more details are available.

~Conclusio

Although details of the commissioning inspections had not been finalized for each individual
piece of equipment, a detailed plan had been drafted and ifproperly implemented should ensure
that existing equipment meets requirements and willperform its intended function. An IFI was
opened to track further inspection of the equipment commissioning process after more details af
the tests and inspections to be performed for individual equipment items are available. The
equipment commissioning MIRs reviewed were considered appropriate to ensure that equipment
is acceptable to place in service. Based an the documented history of lack of control of the
atmosphere on the shell side of the Spent Fuel Pool Cooling Heat Exchangers, the inspectors
concluded that additional evaluations of the heat exchangers were needed.

5. ALTERNATEINSPECTION PROGRAM

8.1 Review ofWeld Records
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"I
The inspectors reviewed the Spent Fuel Cooling System and Component Cooling System weld

and wetd inspection records as detailed below.

0 erva 'ons a d Conclusions

The licensee re-inspected atl existing accessibte Fuel Pool "C'nd "D Spent Fuel Poof Cooling
System (SFPCS) and supporting Component Cooling Water System (CCVIS) pipe and pipe
a attachrnent field welds. The wetds were visually (VT) and liquid penetrant (PT) inspected. In
addition, vibro-tooled wetder symbol identifications were taken from each weld surface an d
welder qualification verified by review of records. The re-inspections and the welder symbols
were documented on new Nfeld Data Reports (WDRs). The inspectors reviewed the new
WORs, the NOE qualification records for the current re-inspections and ths original construction
welder qualification records for these welds. Alt records were retrfevable and found to be in
order,

In addition to review of the re.inspection records for the accessible wefds, records consfsting of
WDRs, welder quaNication records, weld QC inspector records, NbE examiner qualification
records, welding procedure specifications (WPSs), and procedure qualification records (PQRs)
were reviewed for the below listed Unit 1 SFPCS piping wefds, These Unit 1 (SFP A and 8)
weids were constructed using the same welding QC program at approximately the some time
period as that used for the cooling system piping welds for Fuel Poofs 'C'nd "0 .

F1-236-1-SF-10-FW-60
F1-236-1$ F-2-FW-9
F1-236-1-SF-10-FWCB
F1-236 1-SF-2.FW-B
F1-236-1-SF-10-FW-59
F1 "236-14F-2-FW"6
F1-236-1-SF-2-FW-7

These original Unit 1 (SFP A and Ei) construction records were retrfevabta, legibfe, and
comptete. The records provided objective evidence that a detailed welding quality control
program was in ptace and followed during originat construction.

~Conctus'o

Allrecords revfewed were retrievabte and in order. The original Unit 1 construction records
provided good assurance that the SFP C and 0 weldfng was accomptished and documented fn
accordance with the approved welding quality assurance program in effect at that time.

8.2 Welding Material

IL
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The inspectors reviewed the welding procedure specifications and the records for the fitter metal

(materials) used for welding the SFPCS and CCWS piping..

Observations d Findin s

S B F'lier Metal

The inspectors randomly selected embedded SFPCS welds from isometrics drawings, 1-SF-2

and 1&F-10 from SFP A and 1 for review. The WDRs for these welds were reviewed by the

inspectors. From the WDRs, the inspectors randomly selected the certified material test reports
(CMTRs) for fillerand insert metals and reviewed the chemical test records. Based on the
records reviewed, the inspectors concluded that the materials used for the embedded welds
were type 308 fillermetal, type 308 consumable inserts, and type 304 base material (piping
materials).

The inspectors reviewed Weld Procedure Specification (WPS)1BA3 for the material used for
welding the pipes in the component cooling water system. The WPS listed the pipe material as
P-1, Grade 1 {Appendix D to Section XI of the ASM'ode) and weld fillermetals as E70S-6
and E7018. For procedure qualification, WPS 1BAS referenced Procedure Qualification Report
(PQR) 15. The inspectors reviewed PQR 15 and CMTRs of the material used for the
qualifications.

rodu Check Chemist i s
'

The inspectors compared the chemfstrles from CMTRs with the stainless steel product check
chemistries submitted.to NRG in a letter dated April 30, 1999, Subject: Response to NRC
Request for Additional Information Regarding The Alternative Plan for SFPCS Piping, and the
chemical analyses from PQR 15 that were used for qualifying the carbon steel weld procedure
specification 1BA3 with product check chemistries submitted to NRC in a letter dated June 14,
1999. The comparisons showed carbon analyses for the product checked consistently above
the fillermetal values for SFP A & 8 and values recorded in the PQR. The inspectors
questioned the licensee regarding possible carbon contamination with the product check
chemistries.

In search of the contamination, the inspectors examined the sampled surface on weld 2-CC-3-.
209. The sample hadbeenremoved from the center of the weld crown. The weld and
surrounding pipe were dean and free of foreign matter. Next, the inspectors reviewed the
technique used for sampling. The sampling technfque fs in Appendix A to Procedure NW-16,
Revision 1, "Identification of Base Metals for Welding Applications," dated January 6, 1998. The
sampling technique uses a rotary carbide deburring tool which removes material with a grindfng
action, Licensee engineers suspected that the deburring tool was a possible source of the
carbon contamination. The licensee made test samples by taking known material and seeding it
with metal flakes broken from the teeth of the deburring tool. The tests showed that for samples
seeded with 5 and 10 weight percent from the deburrfng tool, the carbon analyses increased by,
.03 and.08 weigh percent, respectively. The tests showed that the carbide deburring tool was a
possible source of carbon contamination.



During the inspection, the inspectors witnessed a demonstration of the test method used to

develo p the acceptance criteria for the test data submitted to NRC in the April30, 1999 letter.
For the testing, the licensee utilized the Metorex X-Met 880 electronic unit, CP &LControl Na.
MLCE-132 which was operated by CP&L's plant metallurgist. The inspectors reviewed the

. following: Operating Instruction Manual 3881 432<VE; and operating procedure: MCP-NGGC-
0101, Rsvision 1, Test Method 4, dated March 26, 1999. For developing an acceptance criteria,
the metallurgist setup the X-IVletusing the same calibration and reference standards that were
used for the previous testing. For calibration, pure standards for Fe, Cr, NI, Cu, Mo, and a

'ackscatter sample were run and stared in the X-Met. For reference alloys, stainless steel
standards for type 304, 309, 31 0, 316, and NIST C1154a were run and stored in the X-Met
reference library.

For the development of the acceptance criteria, 12 different standards were used. Each
standard was run 10 times producing an average set of chemical values. In the comparison
made, the X-Met compared each test against the standards stored in the reference library. If the
test matched or was close to a match with a reference standard, the X-Met displayed the
reference standard followed by the term: good, possible, ar good/passible. Ifa test did rtot come
close to any reference standard, the X-Met displayed "no good match." The reference
standards, test standards, type of match displayed for that standard, and the Cr, Ni, Mo, Mn, and
Cu from the certified analysis reports far the standards are shown in Table 1 in the Appendix.
The data showed that the X-Met comparison mode can discriminate stainless steel types and
chemical extremes within a stainless steel type. Based on the testing perfarmed on the
accessible field welds and Table 1, the licensee's metallurgist tentatively established the
acceptance criteria for field welds as two test displays showing a goad or passible match and no
test displays showing no good match.

Caradusions

The SFPCS piping and CCW piping was welded using the correct materials. The X-Met and
chemical analysis provided identification of stainless steel and carbon steel materials.

6.3 Water Quality

The inspectors reviewed the C 8 D SFP pipe weids exposed internally to hydrostatic pressure
test water and/or the spent fuel pool water.

Ob e a IansandFndin s

The los pectars reviewed drawings and hydrostatic test records ta identify the C & D SFP welds
that were exposed Internally ta hydrostatic pressure test water or spent fuel pool water, ta
determine the length of time that these welds were exposed ta that water. Of the M welds
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'd t'f d I CP&L's letter dated April30, 1999, pipe welds 2F-1-FW-3, 2&F-1-FW-S, and 2-

SF-36-RNM8 were replaced by new wefds, and 12 are hanger-to-p'p
i eniie n

i ewelds. Ofthe
remaining 37 pipe we s missiid with missing documentation, the inspectors identified 16 welds

exposed to hydrostatic test water, 22 welds expased to the fuef poof finer leak test wat r,e and
the same 22 welds exposed to the current fuel pool water conditions.

Hydrostatic test water quality was specified fn CP&L Procedure WP-115, Revision 0,
"Hydrostatic Testing of Buried or Embedded Pressure Piping," dated September 19, 1979. WP-
115 specified that potable or lake water was to be used for hydrostatic testing. After testing, the
procedure required that the pipes must he drained. However, the procedure did nat specif'y a
time limitfor draining of the pipirig/system. The inspectors were unable to determine from
documentation when the piping was drained. However, logic dictates that the pipes were
drained before the licensee performed the fuel pool liner leak testing (hydrostatic test).

Hydrostatic test water quality for fuel pool liners was identified in CP8 L Procedure TP-57,
"Hydrostatic Test of Fuel Pool Liners," dated May 17, 1983. TP-57 required that that the fuel
pool be leak tested for a 24 hour period using unchlorinated site water. The procedure defined
unchlorinated water as site water with a chloride content not exceeding 100 parts per million
(ppm), After the test, the procedure required that the test water was pumped out of the SFP
and that the pool was rinsed with demineralized or distilled water. Attachment A to TP<7 for
SFP 0 showed that the pool was filled June 11, 1985 with water containing fess than 1 ppm
chlorides and that the rinse was completed on November 1, 1985. For SFP C, the records
showed that the pool was filled May 7, 1985 with water containing fess than 1.5 ppm chlorides
and that the rinse was completed on November 4, 1985.

Discussions with licensee engineers disclosed that SFps C 8 0 were filled with SFP quality
water around 1989 and have been full ever since. The gates between SPF A and 8 and C and
D were opened at various times which resulted in the water mixing between the pao)s. During
April 1999, the licensee obtained water samples from the law points in seven of eight pipe lines
connected to SFP C 8 0. These samples were analyzed for impurities. The results are
tabulated in Table 2 in the Appendix. The inspectors compared the sample results to the
administrative limits for A & 8 SFP and data for a primary system cold shut down that is
published in NUREG CR-5116, Survey of PWR Water Chemistry, February 1989. Based on the
data reviewed, the water quality in SFP G & D was similar to the water quality in SFP A and B.

The pipe welds exposed to the potentially poorest water quality were the embedded welds. If
corrosion or foufing were to occur, they would occur in the embedded welds first. The presence
of corrosion or fouling would be visible fram the interior of the piping. The visual inspection of
the embedded welds performed by the licensee ta examine the interior of the embedded piping
is discussed below.

~CO siohs

The pipe welds exposed to the potentially poorest water quality were the 15 embedded wefds.
The pipe wefds remaining were exposed to treated water with very low impurities and similar to
the water quality in SFP A and B. Ifcorrosion ar fouling were present in the SFP C and 0
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piping, they wou occur in e, th ld occur in the embedded welds first because of the type ofwater the

embedded piping was exposed to.

SA Review of the Procedure for Remote Visual inspection of Weids and Piping

s ect'on Sco e

The procedure used for remote visual inspection of embedded welds was examined for
compliance with the CPEL Quality Assurance Program and NRG requirements,

0 e at ons and Findin s

The inspectors reviewed Temporary Procedure SPP31 2T, Temporary Procedure For Remote
Visual Examination of Interior Welds and Surfaces of Embedded Unit 2 Spent Fuel Pool Cooling
.Piping for C and 0 Pools. The procedure provided Instructions for performing remote visual
examinations of interior welds and surfaces of embedded piping for the SFP C and D piping.
The results of these examinations were used to determine whether the weld quality and interior
surface conditions meet the acceptance criteria established in Paragraph 6.0 of the procedure.
The acceptance criteria specified that welds were to be free of the fo)lowing defects: cracks, lack
of fusion, lack of penetration, oxidation ("sugaring', undercut greater than 1/32 inch,
reinforcement ('push through") exceeding 1/18 inch, concavity ('uck back') exceeding 1/32
inch, porosity greater than 1/16 inch, or inclusions. Any recordable indications of these defects
were recorded on Attachment 1 of the procedure. Other indications such as are strikes, foreign
material, mishandling, pipe mismatch, pitting and microbiologically induced corrosion were also
recorded an the attachment and were required to be evaluated by licensee engineers.

ln addition to reviewing SPP-0312T, the following referenced documents were examined by the
inspectors with respect to applicable requirements: (1) ASME Section III, 1974, Subsection ND-
4424, Surfaces ofWelds; NDEP-0606, Rav. 4, Remote Visual Examination; NDEP-601,Rev. 13,
VTVisual Examination of Piping System and Component Welds at Nuclear Power Plants; and
NDEP-A, Rev. 13, Nuclear NDE Procedures and Personnel Processes.

Both Revision 0 {approved $17/99) and Revision 1 (approved 9/9/99) of procedure SPP-03127
were reviewed. Revision 1 contained no change in the technical content or scope of work, but.
was made to reflect a new vendor and contract number. Based on revise of the procedure and
applicable references, the inspectors determined that the procedure prescribed prerequisites,
precautions and limitations, and detail on special tools and equipment to adequately control the
scope of the visual inspection activities. Technical, process-related, and administrative
references were adequate and complete. The acceptance criteria were appropriately detailed
such that conclusions as to the weld quality and interior surface conditions could be made by
qualified inspection personnel. The remote inspection procedure was reviewed for adequacy
prior to its use by a licensee NOR Level III Inspector. The licensee's Level III NDE inspector was
interviewed by the inspectors. The Level ill certification records and training for this individual
were also reviewed.
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Conclusions

The procedure w i speci ieh'ch f d the method for visual inspection of the embedded welds provided
bedded welds.detailed Instructions and acceptance criteria for inspecting and evaluating the em e e we

The procedure complied with the licensee's QA program and NRC requiremen .

8.5 Remote Visual Examination

S
I

The inspectors reviewed the videotape that recorded the remote visual examination and the
analysis of the remote visual examination af embedded weids. The review included piping and
other welds captured on videotape. The inspectors also reviewed the licensee's evaluations of
the welds documented on Attachment 1 to SPP-Q312T.

Observation and Findi

The licensee performed a remote enhanced visual examination of 15 embedded field welds from
Inside the stainless steel SFP C and 0 piping. Prior to performance of the remote video
examinations of the embedded piping, three Level II NDE personnel were trained in the use of .

procedure SPP-0312T. These individuals demonstrated their proficiency with the use of this
rocedure to the ANI and the Level lll NOE inspector. Attestatians to the satisfactory completion

of these activities were reviewed by the inspectors and determined to be satisfactory.

The visual examination was performed by sending a mobile video camera with focusing and
magnifying capabiiities through the piping to examine each embedded field weld. The video
camera sent images af the weld to a television monitor and video recorder. The Images an the
monitar were viewed by the licensee's Level II qualified remote visual inspectors. The Level II's
obseNations were documented on Attachment 1 to SPP312T, "Remote Visual Examination
Data Sheets." Attachment 1 contained a check list for recordable canditlon of the weld. These
recordable conditions are described in the acceptance criteria of SPP-0312T. Weld
acceptability was determined by the qualified Level II visual examiner in accordance with the
acceptance criteria specified in procedure SPP-0312T and approved by a qualified Level III NDE
inspector and the ANI.

The inspectors reviewed eight videotapes recorded during the remote visual inspection and the
completed SPP-03127 Attachment 1 for each embedded field weld. The videotapes reviewed
were as follows: weld 2-SF-8-FW45 prior ta cleaning; the in-process cleaning of 2&F-144-FW-
516; and the 15 embedded field welds aAer cleaning. The videotapes also captured images of
accessible welds 24F-16(W2 and 2-SF-148-FW-382.

ln the videotape made prior to cleaning, the inspectors observed laced material particles inside
the pipes and on the field welds. These particles loaked like a dusting of snow flakes. They
were flat, very thin, interconnected, and conformed to the contour of the pipes, pipe seams, and
field welds. The inspectors viewed the videotape showing removal of the particles fram weids 2-
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SF-144-FW-516. The Particles were removed with a pressurized water flow directed towa

pipes, interior surfaces. VYhen the particles were hit by the water stream, they were readily

dispersed. Afterdispersing, the particles appeared to be suspended in the water.

Based on the videotapes of the cleaned field welds, the inspectors concurred with the
observations of the licensee's hlDE inspectors recarded on the Attachments to SPP-03217 for
each weld. The inspectors observed the images of vendor fabrfcated welds, pipe seam welds,
and the piping Itself as the video camera traveled to the different embedded field weld facations,
These images showed no misalignment, unusual pratrusions, blockages, or indentations in the

ipe walls, pipe seams, vendor fabricated welds, and the two accessible field weids examined.
In the videotapes made of the cle'aned welds, the inspectors identified conditians in three welds
that require further evaluatfons. These conditions were: (1) an insert segment with the letters
308L stiff visible an weld 2-SF-144-FW416; (2) brown spots that were out of focus with the
surface of the pipe on weld 2<F-144-FW-517, and (3) heavy stains, oxides, and deposits on
wefd 2<F-159-FW-519. Although not part of the weld inspection, the inspectors also observed
and requested an evaluation af a condition adjacent ta the langftudfnai seam in the pipe just
beyond weld 2-SF-144-FW-51S. The condition appears to be a fine saw tooth line located
parallel to the pipe seam and about half the seam thickness away. The length of the fine was
not determined. Th'e licensee stated that they were evaluating these conditions which were
identified on the SPP-0312T, Attachment 1.

The inspectors reviewed and found satisfactory work requests associated with preparation for .

ramate video Inspection, and the system closure following campletian of the visual inspection.
These were WRlJQ 99-ADUN2, ADUP1, AEHH2, and APEY1. Results of the visual
examinations were recorded on a data sheet, marked as a QA Record, which was included in
SSP-0312T as Attachment 1. The data sheet was reviewed by the inspectors and determined
to provide adequate detail of the examination to determine whether the acceptance criteria had
been met and to record any recordable conditions noted by the licensee's NDE inspector.
Completed data sheets documenting examination of 18,interior welds and piping surfaces were
examined and determined to contain sufficient detail as'to the results of the inspection. The
signature of the NDE Level II examiner on Attachment 1 was determined to be one of the three
personnel who were trained and qualified in the use of this procedure.

The recordabfe conditions cfocumented an the data skeet are required to he reviewed and
approved by licensee engineers and subsequently be approved by an ANl. The licensee
initiated ESR 9&40266 to evaluate the recordable conditions. The evaluations were being
performed by an independent engineering consultant. At the time of the inspection, evaluation
of the recardabfe conditians had not been completed.

The inspectors reviewed and discussed the videotape examination of weld 2-SF-144-FW-516
with a CP8L welding supervisor that worked as a welding engineer during the construction of
the SFP. The videotape showed the section of a consumabie Insert in the weld with the
lettering 30BL still visible on the consumable inseft, The welding supervisor stated that the type
of consumable insert far this application is shaped like the cross section of an inverted
mushroom. The stem of the insert forms the base of the Joint between the pipes. The joint is
hand wetdecf using a gas shielded tungsten ara wefdina process, The praosss should consume
the insert and adjacent pipe during the first weld pass. The supervisor stated that insufficient



heat input may fuse the insert (mushroom) head ta the weld puddle instead of melting the insert
completely. After the first pass, subsequent passes were made with fillermetal to form weld .

layers. The supervisor estimated that 5 layers of fillermetal were necessary to weld 3/S-inc
thick piping.

The inspectors requested that the licensee provide chemical analysis on the particulate that.
were dispersed during the pipetweld cleaning process. This particulate appeared reddish brown
in color, is easily disturbed, and is believed by the licensee to be the source of the pipe stain.
The inspectors questioned the ANI regarding the particulate. The ANI stated that there he
observed abundant amounts of reddish brown color on the video equipment, piping interior, and
at the video equipment entry point during the inspection. The licensee radiologically analyzed
by chemical elements the particulate in 1990 and again in 1996. They provided the analyses to
the inspectars for review. The particulate is radioactive with the most abundant element by two
orders of magnitude being iron, followed by one order of magnitude cobalt, and zero order of
magnitude nickel.

~Co Livia ns

The condition of the embedded welds and associated piping inside the C and D SFP piping are
free of abnormal obstructions and deposits. Hawever, the inspectar3 identified four conditions
requinng further evaluations. The licensee ls in the process of evaluating the data shown on
SSPQ1 2T, Attachment 1 that include these four conditians.

6.6 QA Programs for Special lnspectlons Associated with the Alternate inspection
Program

The inspectors reviewed the alternate inspection activities far compliance viith quality assurance
requirements.

Observations an din s

Ongoing activities associated with the alternate inspection program for resolution of issues
concerning activation of Pools 'C'nd "D'ere reviewed, These activities include remote
inspection af the inner surfaces and field welds for embedded piping, determination of water
chemistry during the period of layup, and examination of weld material taken fram accessible
field welds.

Oversight and examination of the embedded piping was performed by qualified NDE Level ll
examiners, who demonstrated proficiency in the use of the procedure used for the inspection
(SPP-0312T) to the satisfaction af a NDE Level ill examiner, The demonstration was witnessed
and an Authorized Nuclear Inspector concurred with the demonstration of this proficiency.

Water chemistry analysis was performed by the CP8 L chemistry argancation, in accordance
with site and corporate quality assurance program requirements. Material analysis of the weld
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samples was pe orms yrf d b NSt. Analytic Services identified on the CPBL Approved Supplier
99 Thet with S li r Control No. 16'anual dated 6/30/99; reviewed by CP&L 11/4/

supplier was audited for compliance under the CPS L Commercial Grade Survey prog
'

ram on

February 1-2, 1999.

~Condusio

Activities associated with special inspections related to activation of fuel pools C and D were
performed in compliance with applicable quality assurance requirements.

6. AUTHORIZED NUCLEAR INSPECTOR

Ins ion Sco e

The inspectors interviewed the authorized nuclear inspector (ANI) to determine the involvement
of the ANIwith the WDR, hydrostatic tests, and remote visual examinations.

0 io s ndFindi s

The inspectors interviewed the recently retired ANI {July 1, 1999) and current ANI. The retired
ANI was involved in plant construction and reviewed WDRs during plant construction. The
verification was performed in two stages. The first stage was the verification of field weld
fabrication at randomly selected predetermined hold points and ASME Cods required inspection
points. When satisfied that ASM'equirements were met, the ANI initialed the associated line
enby on the WDR. The second stage was verification of the entire WDR. When satisfied that all
the necessary entries for the specified field weld were complete, the ANI signed off ths WDR.

When questioned by the inspectors regarding the significance of the ANI signature on the
hydrostatic test document, both ANls stated that the signature meant that the hydrostatic test
satisfied ASME Code requirements, and the signature on the hydrostatic test was independent
of any ANI signatures on the WORs.

The ANls were questioned regarding the extent of their involvement with the remote visual
examinations of the 15 embedded welds in the C B D SFPs. They stated they both observed .

the equipment demonstration and quanications of the remote visual examiners. For the
equipment demonstration, a video camera was mounted on a transporting device that moved
through a mockup of the SFP piping. The mockup contained flaws similar to those described in
the acceptance criteria of Procedure SSP4312T. In the mockup demonstration, the video
camera transmitted images to a television monitor as it was moved. By viewing the monitor, the
licensee's remote visual examiner directed the equipment operator to the areas of interest.
These images were analyzed by the examiner. The examiner had to determine if the images of
Interest were a flaw, the type of flaw, and the acceptability of the flaw. The successful detection
of Ilaws in the mockup demonstrated the equipment and remote visual examiner's skills. Upon a
successful demonstration, the remote visual examiner qualification was certified by the licensee
and verified by the ANl. On Juna 30, 1888, both ANls signed offon the qualitications of tha
three remote visual examiners.
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The inspectors questioned the current ANI regarding his involvement with the reinspection af tha
'bl Id nd remote video examination of the embedded welds. The ANI stated that he

observed the reinspection of accessible welds, 2<F46-FW450 and 2-SF-3B-FW
h b d th remote video inspections of at least two of the embedded welds. The actual
examinations of the other embedded welds were less extensively viewed. At the tim
inspection, the ANIwas In the process of reviewing the videotapes and verifying the data
recorded on the remote visual examination data sheets.

g~lu~sio

The ANls performed an indepen lent veofication of ASME Code requirements on the WDR and
hydrostatic test documentation. The verification is part of their duties that are required by the
1974 Edition (and later) of ANSI/ASME Code N626.0, "Qualifications and Duties for Authorized
Nuclear Inspection," and the referenced edition and addenda of Section Ill of the ASME Code.
The ANls were actively Involved with the demonstration of the remote visual examination
equipment and the qualification of the personnel. The current ANIwas actively involved with
examination and videotaplng of the embedded welds

NRC INSPE CTlONS DURING THE CONSTRUCTION PHASE

The Inspectors reviewed NRC Inspection Reports which documented inspection of construction
activities by NRC Region II Inspectors between 1978 and 1983. This was the period when the
A, 8, C, and 0 spent fuel pools wore under construction. The inspection reports document mare
than 50 separate inspections for this period far items related to the welding program and/or
piping installation. The majority of Nese inspections were performed by eight Region II Welding
Specialist inspectors. Several violations dealing with the general subject of welding were
identified in these reports. Most of these violations were relatively minor (Severity Level V and
Vl) and would not be cited under the current NRC reactor inspection program. These violations
would typically be resolved through the licensee's corre'ctive actian program. The violations
were typical of what one would expect for oversight of a large construction project and are nat
indicative of any programmatic weakness in the licensee's welding program.

MANAGEMENT MEETINGS

The Team Leader discussed the progress of the inspection with licensee representatives on a
daily basis and presented the results to members of licensee management and staff at the
conclusion of the inspection on November 19, 1999. The licensee acknowledged the findings
presented,

PARTIALLIST OF PERSONS CONTACTED

~LcBhl88

D. Alexander, Manager, Regulatory Affairs
B. Altman, Manager, Mejor Projects Section
E. Slack, Level ill NOE Examiner
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G. Brovette, ANI
8. Clark, General Manager, Harris Plant
E. Dayton, ANI (Retired)
J. Eads, Supervisor, Licensing and Regulatory Programs
S. Edwards, SFP Activation Project Manager
G. Kline, Manager, Harris Engineering Support Services
J. Scarola, Vice President, Hams Plant
K. Shaw, Licensing Engineer, Major Projects

Section'.

Wallace, Senior Analyst, Licensing
Daniel W. Snnkey III, CP&L Metallurgist
Charfie Griffith, CP&L Welding SUpervisor

'I

Other licensee employees contacted included engineering, maintenance and administrative
personnel.

NRC;

R. Hagar, Resident inspector
K. Landls, Chief, Erigineering Branch, Division of Reactor Safety

INSPECTION PROCEDURE USED

Tl 2515/143, Shearon Harris Spent Fuel Pool ("C" and "0") Expansion

ITEMS OPENED, CLOSED) AND DISCUSSED

~Oned

Glh400/99-1241

~Cooed

None

IFI Review of Final Equipment
Commissioning Details

Oisousssd

None
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A""C SEEKING PUBLIC COKKNT ON PROPOSED DESIGN CRITERIA
4 FOR NUCLEAR POMER PLANT CONSTRUCTION PERMITS

The Atomic'Energy Commission is seeking comment from the
nuclear industry and other interested persons on proposed
general design criteria which have been developed to assist
'n the evaluacion of applications for nuclear power plant
construction permits.

;:.e proposed criteria have been developed by the AEC
reg~:lat,ory staff and discussed with the Commission's Advisory
Committee on Reactor Safeguards (ACRS). They represent an
e"fo".t to set forth design and performance criteria for
reactor syst,ems, components and structures which have evolved
over the years in licensing of nuclear power plants by the
AEC. As such, they reflect the predominating experience to
date with water reactors but most of them are generally appli-
cable to other reactors as well.

It is recognized that further efforts by the AEC regu-
latory staf" and the ACRS will be necessary to fully develop
these criteria. However, the criteria as now proposed are
sufficiently advanced to submit for public comment.. Also,
they are intended to give interim guidance to applicants and
reactor eauipment manufacturers,

'The development and publication of criteria for nuclear
ower plants was one of'he key recommendations of the special

i?egulacory Review Panel which studied ways of streamlining
i;".e Commission's reactor licensing procedures.

'

jp,)rj@j~c

Zn the further development of theso. criteria, the AEC
intends co hold discussions with organications in the nuclear
industry and to issue from time toetime-';explanatory informa-
tion on each criterion. Following such-discussions with:
industry and receipt of'ther public comment> the AEC expects
to develop and publish criteria that'wi13,".servo as a basis
for evaluation of applications for nu'clear power plant con-
struction permits.

e
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1t is recognized that additional criteria may also be
needed, particularly for reactors other than water reactors,
and that there may be instances where one or more of the
presently proposed criteria may not be applicable. Applica-tion of the criteria to a specific design continues to involve
a considerable amount of engineering judgment.

These proposed criteria are part of a longer-range Com-
mission program to develop criteria, standards and codes for
nuclear reactors, including identification of codes and
standards that industry wi3.1 be encouraged to undertake.
The ultimate goal is the evolution of industry codes based
on accumulated knowledge and experience, as has occurred in
various fields of engineering and construction.

A copy of the proposed "General Design. Criteria for
Nuclear Power Plant Construction Permits" is attached. Com-
ments should be sent to the Director of Regulation, U, S.
Atomic Energy Commission, Mashington, D. C. 20545, by
February 15, 1966.

/ ~
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EluL,)ESIGN CRITERIA FOR NUCLFAR PONFR PLANT CONSTmtCTION PrtNITS
... )AC.~~p .

Attached hcrcto arc general design criteria used by the AEC in judging
whcthcr;~ ~iroposcd nuclear power facility can bo built and operated without
undue risk to thc health and safety of the public. They rcprcsent design

and performance criteria for reactor systems, components and structures
which have evolved over the years in licensing of nuclear po~er plants by

:hc AEC. As ~ ich they reflect tne predominating experience to date with
w':cr rc~c=o:s ~ut most of thorn aro generally applicable to other reactors
as well.

It should bc recognized that additional criteria will be needed for
evaluation of a dctailcd design, particularly for unusual sites and

cnvironmcntal conditions, and for new and advanced types of reactors.
</orcover, there may bc instances in which it can be demonstrated that one

or moro of the criteria need not be fulfilled. It should also be recognized

that the application of those criteria to a specific design involves a

considerable amount of cnginccring judgment,

An applicant for a construction permit should present a design approach

together with data and analysis sufficient to give assurance that the design

can reasonably bc expected to fulfillthe criteria.

PAC l L!TY

CRITERION I

Those features of reactor facilitics which are essential to the
prevention of accidents or to tho mitigation of their conscqucnccs

must be dcsigncd, fabricated, and crectcd to:

(a) Quality standards that roflect the importance of the
safety function to be performed. It should be
' I'0 j:; .-.~ ~ <!, in this rcspcct, that design codes commonly

used for nonnuclear applications may not be adequate.
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(b) Performance, standards that will enable the facility to

withstand, without loss of the capability to protect the
I,

public, the additional forces imposed by the most severe

earthquakes, flooding conditions, winds, ice, and other

natural phenomena anticipated at the proposed sfte.

CRITERION 2

Provisions must be included to limit the extent and the consequences

of credible chemical reactions that could cause or materially augment the

release of significant amounts of fission products from the facility.
CRITERION 3

Protectfon must be provfdcd against possibilfties for damage of the

safeguarding features of the facility by missf les generated through

equipment failures inside the containment,

REACTOR

CRITERION 4

The reactor must be desfgned to accomnodate, without fuel failure or

primary system damage, devfations from steady state norm that might be

occasioned by abnormal yet antfclpated transient events such as trfppfng

of the turbfne-generator and loss of power to the reactor recirculation

system pumps»

CRITERION 5

The reactor must be designed so that, power or process varfable

osclllatlons or transients that could cause fuel failure or prfmary system

damage ere not possible or can be readily suppressed.

~ 'fK ~ I JC4»

~ r 4Q fi~») ' I
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CRITERION 6

Cled fuel must be designed to accoaaedate throughout its design

lifetime all normal and abnormal modes of anticipated reactor operation,

including t.he design overpower condition> vithout experfencing signiffcant

cladding fsi lures. Unclad or vented fuels must be designed with the

similar objectfve of providing control over ffssion products. For unclad

and vented solid fuels,, normal and abnormal modes of antfcipated reactor

operation must be achieved without exceeding design release rates of

fission products from the fuel over core lifetime.

CRITERION 7

The maximum reactivity worth of control rods or elements and the rates

with which reactivity can be inserted m'ust be held to values such that no

single credfble mechanical or electrical control system malfunction could

cause a reactivity transient capable of damagfng the primary system or

causing significant fuel failure.

CR. TERION 8

Reactivity shutdown capability must be provided to make and hold the

core subcri tfcal from any credible operating condition with any one control

element at f ts posf tfon of highest, reactivi ty.

CRITERION 9

Backup reactfvfty shutdown capability must be provfded that is

independent of normal reactivity control provisions. This system must have

the capabf lfty to shut down the reactor from any operating condition.
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CRITERION 10

Heat removal systems must be provi'ded which are capable of accom-
,:r

modating core decay heat under all anticipated abnormal and credible

accident conditions, such as isolation from the main condenser and

complete or partial loss of primary coolant from the reactor.

CRITERION 11

Components of the primary coolant and containment systems must bc

designed and operated so that no substantial pressure or thermal stress

will be imposed on the structural materials unless the temperatures are

well above the nil-ductility temperatures. For ferritic materials of

the coolant envelope and the containment, minimum temperatures are

NDT + 60 F and NDT + 30 F, respectively.

CRITERION 12

Capability for control rod insertion under abnormal conditions must

be provided.
S

CRITERION 13

The reactor facility must be provided with a control room from

which all actions can be controlled or monitored as necessary to maintain

safe operational status of the plant at all times. 1s . control room must

be provided with adequate protection to permit occupancy under the condi-

tions described in Criterion 17 below> and with the means to shut down the

plant and maintain it in a safe condition if such accident were to be

experienced.

I~
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CRITERION 14

Heans must be included in the control room to shoM the relative
p ~ ~

reactivity status of the reactor such as position indication of mechanical

rods or concentrations of chemical poisons.
~ I

CRITERION 15

h reliable reactor protection system must be provided to automatically

initiate appropriate action to prevent safety limits from being exceeded.
' .h~ .i

Capability must be provided for testing functional opersbili+ of the system
r ~

'

and for determining that no component or circuit failure has occurred. For

instruments and control systems in vital areas where the potential 'conse

quences of fai lure require redundancy, the redundant channels must be

independent and must be capable of being tested to determine that they remain

independent. Sufficient redundancy must be provided that failure or

removal from service of a single component ox'hannel vill not .inhibit

necessary safety action vhen required. These cxiteria should, vhere

applicable, be satisfied by the instrumentation associated with containment

closure and isolation systems, afterhcat removal and core cooling systemi,

systems to prevent cold-slug accidents, and other vital systems, as veil

~ ~

as the reactor nuclear and process safety system.

CRITERION 16

The vital instrumentation systems of Criterion 15 aust be designed

so that no credible combination of circumstances can intefere with the

performance of a safety function Mhen it is needed. In particular, the

effect of influences coaxaon to redundant channels which are intended to

~
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be indcpcndcnt must not negate the operability of a safety system,

The effects of pross disconnection of.the system, loss of encrpy

(electric power, instrument air), and advcrsc cnvironmcnt (heat

from loss of Instnuncnt coolinp, extrcme cold, t'Lrc, steam, water,

ctc.) must cause the system to go into tts safest state (fail-safe)
or bc demonstrably tolcrahle on some othor basis.

ENC INEERED
SAFECUARDS-'RITERION

17.

Tho containmcnt structure, including access openings and penetra-

tions, must be designed and fabricated to accommodate or dissipate
without failure the pressures and temperatures associated with thc

largest credible energy rclcase including tho effects of crcdiblc
metal-water or other chemical reactions uninhibited by active quenching

~

I,'ystems.If part of the primary coolant system is outside thc
primary reactor containment, appropriate safcguards must be provided

for that part if ncccssary, to protect tho health and safety of thc

public, in case of an accidental rupturo in that part of tho system.

The appropriateness of safcguards such as isolation valves, additional
containment, ctc., vill dcpond on environmental and population
conditions surrounding the site.

CRITERION 18

T,
~

~

,I

Provisions must be made for the removal oF heat from within the
containment structure as necessary to maintain the integrity of thc
structure under tho conditions described in Criterion l7 above. If
enginccrcd safeguards are needed to prevent contairucnt vessel

failuro duo to heat released undor such conditions, at least two

independent systems must be provided, preferably of different
principles. Backup equipment (e, g,, water and power systems) to
such engineered safeguards aust also be redundant.
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CRITERION 19

The maximum integrated leakage from the containment structure inde'r

the conditions described 'in Criterion 17 above must meet the site exposure

criteria set forth in 10 CFR 100. .The containment structure east be

designed so that the containment. can be 1,cak teated at least to design

pressure conditions after .completfon @ad ihital1atfon of all penetrations,
~ ."4%8~%L'~": .

and the leakage rate icasurcd over aibhfta I:;per od to verify fti con-

fo-.m ace Mfth required performance. Th¹ plant must be designed for later

j; sts at sqftable pressures.

CRITERION 20

TAll contafnmcnt structure penetratfons subject to failure such as.
resilfent seals and expansion belloMs must be designed 'and constructed

so that leak-tfghtncss can be. demonstrated at desfgn pressure at any

time throughout operatfng life of the reactor.

CRITERION 21
'.%'L"

'ufffcicnt, normal and emargcncy source¹-of

electrical�

"pover must

be provided to assure a capability for prompt shutdovh and'ontinued
'I

maintenance of the reactor facility in a safe condftfon under sll
credible circumstances.

CRITERION 22

Valves and their assocfated apparatus chat:are essential to the

containment function. must be redundant and so arranged'hat no credible

combination of circumstances can interfere vfth thefr'necessary fu'nction-

jng. Such redundant. valves and associated apparatus must be'ind'epcndent
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vt each other. Capability'must be provided"for testing functional oper-

"... ANZ(@p„.
ability of these valves and associated'e ipment to determine that no

"4p4QP~:j'.<QQ

allure hss occurred and.that leakage is within acceptable'imits.

Redundant valves and auxiliaries must be independent. Containment
.g ~ it ~

closure valves must be actuated by instrumentation, control circuits

snd energy sources which satisfy Criterion 15 and 16 above.

~

'.0

CRITERION 23

In determining the suitability of a facility for s proposed site the

acceptance of the inherent snd engineered safety afforded by the systems,

materials snd components, and the associated engineered safeguards built

into the facility, will depend on their demonstrated perfonnance capability

snd reliability and the extent to which'th5'«'operability of. such syste

materials, components> and engineered safegu'ards'an be. tested"and'; inspected"

during the life of the plant. -:« ~
RADIOACTIVITY ONTROL

CRITERION 24
j

..aug, jr'»
All fuel storage and waste handling,s stems must be contsihed"if~

'.'"'- necessary to prevent'the accidental release of radioactivity ln
enounts'hich:ouid

affect the health and safety of the public.

CRITERION 25
«

The fuel handling and storage fachlitles must be designed to prevent
~ l ~

".riticallty and to maintain adequate shielding and cooling for spent tuel

u der sil anticipated normal snd abnormal conditions, and credible accident

Gnditions. Variables upon which health and safety of the public depend

most be monitorede
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CRITERION 2&

%hare unfavorabla.environmental;c tons can bc expected to require

limitations upon the release of 'opcrationi? radioactive efflucnts to the
L 4'~ fh%P

environment, appropriate hold-up capacity gcust be provided for retention

of gaseous, liquid, or solid efflucnts;

't'.++
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CRITERION 27
.«F,

The plant must be provided vith systems capable of monitoring the
~ S.

release of radioactivity under accident conditions.
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